
 

An important note to the solver 
Mary-Louise Browne's artwork in Lorne Street gets from WORD to DEED by changing one letter at 
a time. Similarly, you can get from 1 across to 27 down via 1 down, 30, 6, 29, 34, 32, 28, 27 across, 
9, 13 and 8 - however, the clues to these all contain one or more 11s. 

Across 
1 Franz is no writer (4) 
3 Digression better part of record? (5) 
6 First Roman's things that may be dropped by 
listeners (for listeners) (4) 
10 Listener - listener, to start with - held by 
creatures, creatures living inside the orbit of 
the Moon (10) 
11 Slip universal donor no drug! (4) 
13 Votes reversed with footwear (4) 
14 Hide, I'm told, gradually lost heart, leading 
to apathy (8) 
17 "Top hat too silly!" - pass it on (3,6) 
20 Mononymous singer, 50, gets gold accolade 
at last (5) 
21 Glower at the end of last month (5) 
23 Almost a piece of cake? (4,2,3) 
25 See 15 Down 
27 What the 29 did in baby tank (4) 
30 Endlessly happening smooch (4) 
31 Tunic university to connect as a matter of 
course (10) 
32 Former yob covered in diamonds and 
stained (4) 
33 Short Mr Wise in defeat of Germany found 
by Jules (5) 
34 Figments of daddy's first axe (4) 

Down 
1 Group of winches, not cold, used for heating 
(4) 
2 So, Earth's moved into range? (7) 
4 "Whisky maker's caned after dropping tips" - 
a song by 20 (5,4) 
5 That's a groovy finger! (5) 
7 Adore gay overture concealing launch of 
space probe (7) 
8 Band's sexy (4) 
9 Quiet Hillary's place for fools (4) 
12 20 follows dad, making food (6) 
15/25 Lazy food deliverer electrifies Spooner's 
footwear (5,3,5) 
16 Pan Jackson's Rabbit? (5) 
18 Surge where one may find pond snail? (6) 
19 Fascination with meeting of alumni (9) 
22 Hydrocarbon's been found around the 
country by 20 at last (7) 
24 Herb exchanging a rook and reaching 
endgame, initially for mononymous singer's 
other half (7) 
26 Hoist bird to extend neck (5) 
27 10 across or ____, as the case may be (4) 
28 ACT derided for losing police (4) 
29 Obits Key escaped, to some extent (4) 

 


